Model tests were conducted to investigate the global response of a conventional tension leg platform (TLP) due to wave-in-deck loads associated with extreme wave events in irregular long-crested waves of a cyclonic sea state. The experimental setup was designed to allow for the simultaneous measurement of wave surface elevations, rigid body motions, tendon tensions, as well as the pressure distribution at the model's deck underside. The obtained results demonstrated the variability of all the measurements and provided insights into the effect of wave-in-deck loads on the platform behaviour, tendon tensions and slamming pressures and showed qualitative correlations between these parameters. Based on the repeated tests in several events with different wave parameters, general observations and conclusions were made with respect to the platform dynamics during the deck impact, tendon tensions, slack tendon situations, tendon ringing and local impact pressures. The results of this study could be used for calibrating computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools.
Introduction
In recent years, much effort has been made to investigate wave-indeck impact problems in offshore platforms through experimental and numerical methods or a combination of both. Nevertheless, the current engineering knowledge required to accurately predict the magnitude and distribution of wave-in-deck loads and the resulting global response of a floating structure remains limited (Scharnke and Hennig, 2015; Lee et al., 2014; Hirdaris et al., 2014; Rudman and Cleary, 2013) .
In the 2004-2005 year period, hurricanes Ivan, Katrina and Rita in the Gulf of Mexico destroyed 126 offshore structures and severely damaged 183 other structures (Kaiser et al., 2009) . The reported damage suggests that during tropical storms or hurricanes the wave height exceeds the design height for many existing offshore structures. Most recently, in December 2015, the living quarters of 50 workers of an offshore drilling rig in the North Sea were damaged when an extreme wave hit the accommodation block leaving one person dead and two more injured (REUTERS, 2016) . It has been found that these deck impact events occur more frequently than have been predicted using theoretical methods (Naess and Gaidai, 2011) .
The majority of cited research conducted on wave impact on offshore decks has focused on investigating simplified deck boxes or flat plates. However, under deck structures, such as columns and pontoons, can affect the force magnitude and its distribution on the upper deck structure. Owing to the hydrodynamic interaction between the columns and pontoons of a multi-column platform such as tension leg platform (conventional TLP), the diffraction and radiation effects can cause the wave elevation to increase and locally impact the lower deck (Niedzwecki and Huston, 1992; Scharnke and Hennig, 2015; Abdussamie et al., 2016a) . Niedzwecki and Huston (1992) found that column spacing plays a major role in the wave upwelling underneath the deck and thereby it may affect the vertical wave-in-deck force. Abdussamie et al. found that the deck-column intersection areas of a fixed TLP model under the action of long-crested irregular waves experienced larger wave-in-deck slamming pressures than the middle areas of the deck underside. Scharnke and Hennig (2015) investigated the effect of substructures on the wave-in-deck load magnitude by attaching a box-type deck structure to a square column. It was found that the column presence had a significant effect on the magnitude of global vertical forces and local pressures; the load magnitudes were significantly increased. With the column present, the upward peak of the vertical wave-in-deck force increased to more than double the maximum load measured without the column.
Wave-in-deck slam events may produce major global and local loads on floating offshore structures. Global loads can generate large forces in the tendons and risers and adversely affect the floating structure's motions, whilst local loads can cause structural damage to the deck and equipment impairing the safety of operation and life onboard (DNV, 2009) . A significant part of the tendon tension experienced by a TLP during storm conditions can be associated with the ringing response, which is a narrow band process due to low damping in heave motion (Johannessen et al., 2006; Hennig et al., 2011) . Thus, there is a need to investigate the dynamic behaviour of a TLP installation due to wave-in-deck slam events.
Among the known theoretical approaches, the momentum method developed by Kaplan (1992) ; Kaplan et al. (1995) , has been used extensively to estimate the wave impact and slamming loads on fixed offshore platforms. For instance, the method has been applied for the analysis of wave impact on decks of Gravity Based Structures (GBS) (Baarholm and Stansberg, 2005) as well as other fixed offshore platforms (Baarholm, 2009; Baarholm and Faltinsen, 2004) . The use of the momentum method is also recommended by classification societies for analysing wave impact forces on decks of floating platforms. Baarholm et al. (2001) investigated theoretically an extreme wave impact on the deck of a semisubmersible platform due to regular waves. The authors used a Wagner based approach to account for the platform motions and Stokes second order wave theory to describe the incident waves. The panel code WAMIT was used to obtain the transfer functions for the linear induced motions. The authors concluded that the deck impact caused a significant suction force which led to a large downward heave motion. With application to fixed structures, attempts have been made to predict the slam pressure and its distribution through the deck area using the linear wave theory. Wang (1970) developed a theoretical formula for the impact pressure on a flat plate of negligible thickness, which demonstrated good qualitative agreement with the pressure measured in model tests. The limitations of the momentum and similar methods are related to its use of wave kinematics of a non-disturbed wave field or otherwise relying on the potential flow theory for an incompressible fluid; this implies that no consideration is given to the effect of trapped air or viscous effects.
Methods based on the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) have therefore received an increasing amount of attention in recent years. Commonly used commercial codes such as STAR-CCM+ and ANSYS FLUENT are available for modelling and solving wave-in-deck impact problems using the volume of fluid (VOF) method to capture freesurface hydrodynamic flows (CD-Adapco, 2012; Fluent, 2009 ). Nevertheless, CFD-based techniques have still limited acceptance for practical use for modelling a moored floating body subjected to extreme waves in an irregular sea state.
Model tests have previously been carried out to estimate wave-indeck forces on different types of offshore structures. Model tests remain arguably the best approach for estimating wave-in-deck loads (Scharnke et al., 2014) . The vast majority of published work has been focused on measuring global wave-in-deck impact forces on simplified deck boxes or flat plates fixed in space and subjected to regular waves (Bhat, 1994) and random waves (Sun et al., 2011) . On the other hand, investigations of typical multi-column floaters are scarce. Furthermore, most investigations conducted on such structures are subjected to project confidentiality requirements and are therefore not available in the public domain. Experimental examination of wave-in-deck impacts on floating offshore structures seems to have started in the mid-2000's. Among few studies, Johannessen et al. (2006) and Hennig et al. (2011) investigated the dynamic air gap, wave loads and response of TLP models under extreme wave conditions. Both investigations reported that a wave-in-deck event can lead to an additional extreme response mechanism, and a step change in the extreme loading was noticeable due to such events. At the same time, the distribution of the wave-indeck slam pressure around the forward and aft columns of a multicolumn floating platform and its correlation with the global loads, including the tendon tensions, has not been systematically studied. Reports of accurate measurements and prediction of global loads and dynamic response of floating offshore structures due to wave-in-deck impact events are extremely limited. As the CFD-based techniques for the prediction the dynamic response of a moored floating body continue to be developed (for instance, an overset mesh technique (Chen et al., 2008) , experimental wave-in-deck data are necessary to validate the CFD simulations and to provide information that can be used in the design of such platforms.
The objective of the present study is to investigate the global response of a conventional TLP due to wave-in-deck impacts by performing model tests under several different extreme wave events and their repeated realisations. The study is focused on providing both qualitative and detailed quantitative insights into the wave-in-deck impacts, rigid body motions, tendon tensions and deck slam pressures and their correlation. The response of a TLP model was examined in several irregular wave events with different wave kinematics, which were taken from a typical 10,000-year return period cyclonic sea state at the Australian North West Shelf. By conducting tests for several wave events with repeated realisations, the study aims at estimating the variability of the measured platform responses and providing conclusions which may be broadly applicable to many floating structures of this type. The present study also aims at providing detailed results which can be used for calibrating global performance analysis software and CFD simulations. To enable the model test results to be used for the comparison with future numerical simulations, detailed information is presented on the model and the results, including the wave elevations measured at different wave probes. More detailed information, such as the time series of the measured wave elevations, is also available. One approach that can be used to numerically simulate the results of this experimental investigation is the focused wave technique, also known as the New Wave theory, developed by Tromans et al. (1991) . Although most reported investigations have used the focused wave technique to investigate the response of fixed structures, e.g., Westphalen (2011) and Deng et al. (2016) , Ransley (2015) has demonstrated that a similar approach can be applied to investigate the dynamic response of a floating moored structure. Such technique requires the time history of wave elevation at a point which is provided in this paper and in the Research Gate page of the first author (Abdussamie, 2017) . CFD users should note while the measured wave time history can be reconstructed by using a superposition of linear wave components through direct Fourier transform, the linear wave components obtained will not produce the correct wave at the model location due to nonlinear wave interactions. An iterative technique is therefore required to adjust the amplitude and phase of each wave component to reconstruct the target wave time history at the desired location. For more details about this technique, please refer to Wu et al. (2014) .
The material is set out as follows. Section 2 describes the TLP model, instrumentations and model testing procedure. Section 3 describes the wave conditions selected for this study, which are representative of the 10,000-year return period cyclonic sea state in the Australian North West Shelf. Section 4 presents the experimental setup and the results of free decay tests in different degrees of freedom. Section 5 introduces uncertainty analyses of experimental data of wave, forces and slam pressures. Section 6 discusses the obtained results of the model's dynamic response, tendon tensions and the slam pressure distribution. Supplementary time histories of different wave realisations and the corresponding surge motions and loads are given in the Appendix A.
Model and instrumentation

Model Testing Facility
The model tests were conducted at the Australian Maritime College towing tank, which is 100 m long and 3.55 m wide and can be operated at a maximum water depth of 1.5 m. The towing tank is equipped with a wavemaker for generating regular and irregular waves of different spectral properties, within the range of wave heights of 0.05-0.3 m and wave periods 0.6-3.5 s. To examine the platform response and its dependency on the wave properties, neither wind nor current conditions are modelled.
TLP model
The 1:125 scaled model based on the SNORRE-A tension leg platform (Almeland et al., 1991) has been tested, with the platform deck modelled as a box-shaped structure. The main particulars of the platform at full scale and model scale are given in Table 1 and Fig. 1 . Due to the limitation of the maximum water depth in the towing tank (1.5 m), the scaled water depth does not represent the actual water depth at SNORRE-A location. Whilst the axial stiffness of the TLP tendons was modelled to represent their actual full-scale length (307.0 m) the modelled water depth corresponded to a full-scale water depth of 187.5 m. This approach is considered acceptable since this study aims at investigating the hydrodynamic deck loads of a generic TLP platform rather than the response of a specific TLP installed at a specific water depth.
As the objective of this investigation is to get an insight in typical wave-in-deck events, the height of the deck of the scaled TLP model had to be defined carefully. In order to achieve a sufficiently large number of impact events in an irregular sea state waves (DNV, 2010) , the static deck clearance of the platform is set to 15.0 m (120 mm in model scale), which is reduced by 12.0 m (92 mm in model scale) compared with the prototype. This modification is a compromise adopted to ensure a sufficient number of wave impact events could be observed and analysed during the model tests, even though the frequency of such events will be higher than that for the actual fullscale platform in the same sea state. The differences in deck clearance between the SNORRE-A platform and the model used in this investigation are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The frequency of expected wave impacts is further discussed in Section 3.
The model was divided into two modules, namely a hull module (columns and pontoons) and a topside deck module. Having these separate modules allowed testing of the deck individually and the deck and hull as a combined structure (Abdussamie et al., 2016a (Abdussamie et al., , 2016b . The model was designed to be as stiff and as watertight as possible. As overtopping on columns was expected, the column tops were tightly closed. A 100 mm tall acrylic bulkhead was mounted on top of the aluminium sides to prevent green water ingress onto the deck space, as can be appreciated in the overall view of the TLP model presented in Fig. 3 .
Inclining experiments and bifilar tests were conducted to determine the vertical centre of gravity and mass moment of inertia, as given in Table 1 . The riser tension was modelled by a 1.70 kg lumped mass located 515 mm above the keel at the platform centre (see Fig. 6b ). The location of this concentrated mass was selected to represent the riser tension at the deck underside of SNORRE A.
Tendon system
In order to represent the mooring system of the SNORRE-A TLP, i.e., four tendons at each corner, one single tendon per corner was used at model scale with equivalent stiffness. The tendon rotation points at the TLP model end were located at the column base by installing a 3 axis hinge in each column as shown in Fig. 4 . The anchor point of each tendon was fixed on the tank floor. The actual axial compliance of the four SNORRE-A TLP tendons was modelled using custom stainless steel springs representing the appropriately scaled stiffness. The lightmass spring with the axial stiffness of 15.80 N/mm was installed between a 3.20 mm stainless steel wire rope and an anchor base (Fig. 4) . For Leg#1 and Leg#4, the spring was connected to the wire rope and a waterproof load cell. A plastic anchor block provided a strong fixture for the tendon to the tank floor. In order to adjust the initial pretension, each tendon was connected to a 1.20 mm wire run through the anchor base block to an adjustable turnbuckle attached to the tank side; hence providing a mechanism to remotely control tendon pretensions. The tendon pretension is T o = 30.4 N.
Instrumentation
The location of the five wave probes (WP) is presented in Table 2 (coordinate system is shown Fig. 5 ). Wave probes WP1-WP3 measure the wave height of the incident incoming waves travelling in the positive xdirection. During wave impact tests, wave probes WP4 and WP5 were attached to the leading and trailing edges of the topside deck.
The model's surge motion was measured by a MagneRule magnetostrictive linear displacement transducer (MLDT), as illustrated in Fig. 6(b) . In addition, an MTi-30 Xsens, six degrees of freedom motion measurement system was installed on the TLP model to measure the translational acceleration components as well as the model's pitch motion. The objective of this particular measurement system was to determine the peak pitch motion, which is associated with a wave impact event. This system was switched on simultaneously with the DAQ system, but its data set was not synchronised with the wave elevations, loads and surge data. In order to obtain the peak pitch motion caused by a wave-in-deck impact n/a n/a (0 N. Abdussamie et al. Ocean Engineering 142 (2017) 541-562 event, an approximate synchronisation was performed by comparing the time history of pitch response with the wave elevation and surge motion time histories, and with the video recording. This way, although it was not possible to ensure the temporal precision of the peak pitch event, the magnitude of extreme pitch angle within the cycle of a wave-in-deck impact event was identified.
Only two tendons were instrumented by two FUTEK submersible Sbeam junior load cells, see Fig. 4 , one up-wave tendon and one downwave tendon (denoted by Leg#1 and Leg#4). The underside of the topside deck structure was instrumented by sixteen piezoresistive pressure transducers (PT). The tip of each transducer (approximately 4.0 mm in diameter) was mounted flush with the underside of the deck. The pressure transducers were distributed over two main regions: forward (FWD) and aft (AFT) (Fig. 6 ). The area around the forward column (C2) was instrumented by PT#1-PT#4, whilst PT#13-PT#16 measured wave impact pressures near the aft column, C3. The remaining pressure transducers, PT#5-PT#12, were installed in the mid-span area. By referring to Fig. 6 four zones along and across the deck underside were instrumented by four pressure transducers each. Table 3 shows the definition of each zone. This arrangement of local pressure transducers will enable the detailed pressure distribution to be established. High-speed cameras were used to capture both photographs and videos in various instants of several wave-in-deck impact events.
Wave conditions
Sea state
The sea state used for the model testing was representative of the 10,000-year return period cyclonic storm in Australia's North West Shelf. The sea state was modelled by the JONSWAL spectrum with the significant wave height H s = 22.13 m, peak period T p = 17.0 s (T p / H s = 3.61), and the peak shape parameter γ = 1.0, which yields the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum. The corresponding parameters at model scale 1:125 are Hs = 177 mm, T p = 1.52 s. The Long-crested sea state is assumed, with no effects of wind or current.
It should be noted that be the full-scale TLP studied in these model tests does not necessarily represent the best design solution in particular with respect to its static deck clearance and its exposure to a harsh sea state. In fact, the model dimensions (refer to Section 2.2) and the sea states have been selected to ensure that wave-in-deck events do occur more than once in the 10,000-year storm. Although this would be opposite to what a designer would like to achieve, such selection enables the wave-in-deck events to be investigated within wave trains of a reasonably short duration, less than the 3-h design storm and featuring different wave properties.
Wave trains and calibration
Such short-time irregular wave trains were synthesised by the wavemaker using an iterative wave calibration process, which was conducted without the model in the tank. The process involved running a single random wave realisation initially for approximately 22 min (120 s in model scale) using a sampling frequency of 200 Hz for wave probes. The wave realisation would be selected for the subsequent tests if it had at least one wave crest height exceeding the static air-gap a 0 = 120 mm (15.0 m full scale) at wave probes WP3-WP5, which coincided with the deck edges. Nine (9) wave realisations, each approximately 450 s long (40 s in model scale), have been selected which contained eight (8) wave exceedance events.
Although this study does not aim at investigating a multitude of possible wave-in-deck events, the selected wave trains can be considered as a sample with meaningful probabilistic interpretation. Based on the Forristall short-term distribution of wave crests (DNV, 2010) , it is expected that on average 46 wave crests will exceed the static air gap a 0 = 15.0 m in this sea state over a 3-h storm duration. Therefore, nine randomly selected realisations correspond to 17.4% of all wave crests exceeding the static deck level at a given location. This selection is considered to be sufficient for making generalisations with respect to the TLP responses induced by the wav-in-deck impacts. Although broadening the range of wave events would provide more confidence in the findings, this would require model tests with longer wave trains (with the potential effect of the reflected waves) or reduce the static deck clearance (with the TLP model being less representative of a practical design solution). The selected combination of the model dimensions, the sea state and the wave trains represent a reasonable compromise for the purpose of this study.
Experimental setup
Model setup
The TLP model was set up on the tank centreline with its centroid (x = y = 0.0) located 15.0 m away from the wavemaker (Fig. 5) . The remaining 85.0 m of towing tank allowed for sufficiently long run times without interference from reflected waves (Abdussamie et al., 2014) . A sampling frequency of 20 kHz was adopted for all channels in order to capture the short-duration slamming pressures. Twenty-four channels (1 for linear displacement transducer, 2 for load cells, 16 for pressure transducers and 5 for wave probes) sampled at 20 kHz produced a data file of approximately 220 MB for 40 s of acquisition time.
Natural periods and damping
Decay tests were conducted for the TLP-tendon system; the logarithmic decrement method was used to determine the damping ratios. The natural periods of the TLP model were compared with the full-scale values obtained from (Johannessen et al., 2006) , see Table 4 . A large difference in the surge natural period was found, as expected, due to the water depth (and tendon length) not being modelled to scale. Heave and pitch natural periods agree with the full-scale data within 10% and 3.7%, respectively.
Test matrix
With the TLP model being in the tank the wave parameters for each wave event (WE#) were derived from the time history of WP3 (Fig. 5) . The crossing analysis was employed to estimate zero crossing period, T z , crest height, η c , and crest to trough height, H, see Fig. 4 . Table 5 summarises these parameters where λ is the wavelength estimated from the dispersion relationship. The generated wave events are nonbreaking at WP3 as indicated by the wave steepness (S = H/λ). The phase celerity, C, was estimated by λ/T z for each wave event. Also indicated in the table is the horizontal velocity, u, at the crest calculated using the Stokes second order wave theory at z = η c . Although the Stokes theory may not be accurate in predicting the kinematics of extreme waves (Scharnke et al., 2014 ), yet, this horizontal velocity is employed as an approximate measure for comparison between the wave events.
Uncertainty analyses
The uncertainty of the measured TLP responses in both time and magnitude was estimated by running several (up to five) repeats for each of 9 wave realisations and assessing the variability of the results for the waves and the responses. As an example, four runs of the wave realisation that contained two wave events WE#2 and WE#3, are shown in Fig. 7 , is described below in detail. Two deck impacts caused by wave events WE#2 and WE#3 can be observed at time = 5.0-7.0 s-(WE#2) and at time = 23.0-25.0 s (WE#3). Three more wave crests in this time history exceeded the static deck clearance without severely impacting the deck.
The four measured time histories of the surge motion are presented in Fig. 8 and the corresponding tendon tensions are presented in Fig. 9 for the up-wave (Leg#1) and the down-wave (Leg#4) tendons of the model. Qualitatively, all global responses show limited variability between the repeated runs. In contrast, the localised pressures measured at discrete points of the deck are found to have much higher variability in space, time, magnitude and duration. This can be seen in Fig. 10 , where the time series of pressure transducers PT#8 (mid-span region) and PT#16 (aft region of the deck) are shown for WE#2. Although the time histories of both pressure transducers show a typical trend of the impact pressure signal, i.e., a rapid increase in magnitude followed by a slow reduction, the differences are obvious.
The peak values of the measured wave elevations at WP3, the maximum and minimum tendon tensions (denoted by T max and T min ), and the slamming pressures (P i ) at PT#8 and PT#16 are summarised in Tables 6-8 , respectively, for the four test runs. The mean values, standard deviations and coefficients of variation (CV) are presented. The CV values for the peak wave elevations are of the order of 2.5% for the positive and 1.5% for the minimum wave elevations. The maximum CV value was found to be less than 3.0% for all wave events reported in this paper which demonstrates a good repeatability of the wavemaker. The dynamic components of the maximum and minimum tendon tensions (the initial pretension was removed: dynamic tension = total tension-pretension) show similar variability for WE#2 (within 2.8%) and larger variability for WE#3, with the negative tensions varying significantly more than the positive ones.
The magnitude of the impact pressure was found to vary among runs with a standard deviation of approximately 1.0 kPa for PT#8 and 0.122 kPa for PT#16 (Table 8) , which corresponds to the CV of up to 9%, or about 3 times higher than that for the maximum wave elevation in the same event.
The differences in the variability of the measured responses are expected and they can be related to the response physical non-linearity. The highly non-linear responses are bound to have higher uncertainty and are therefore more difficult to reproduce accurately. In fact, any TLP response X may be considered as a probabilistic variable which depends on the wave elevation Z in the generic form:
Here K a b c ( , , , …) is the coefficient, which depends on all physical parameters of the model and a particular wave event, excluding the wave elevation Z. By linearizing the above function in the vicinity of its expected value and taking its variance, the following relation can be shown:
Therefore, although the exact functional form of the response is unknown, the extent of its nonlinear dependence on the wave elevation (or other wave properties proportional to wave elevation) can be inferred from the measured CV values. The power values, α, are also shown in the respective tables. It can be seen that the maximum tendon Fig. 7 . A short-time history of wave elevation measured by WP3 at 1.0 m from the model's centroid using four repeated runs. N. Abdussamie et al. Ocean Engineering 142 (2017) 541-562 tensions behave approximately linear with the wave elevation in WE#2 whilst higher non-linearity is inferred for WE #3, especially for the minimum tensions. Similarly, the CV for the impact pressures (Table 8) , behave non-linearly and are consistent with the power ∝between 3 and 4. The variability of the impact pressure measured by all transducers in different test runs can be seen from the boxplot produced in Fig. 11 for wave event WE#2. A particularly high variability (CV up to ≈ 70% or α up to 30) was obtained for the forward part of the deck, and pressure locations PT#1 and PT#6. This indicates an extremely high non-linearity and that a larger number of test runs are required to produce more consistent values of the impact pressure for such locations. It is worth mentioning that the presence of small scale hydrodynamic flow instability and turbulence might have a role in the observed variability in the measurements of wave-in-deck slamming pressure at a discrete point. Based on the platform column diameter Reynolds number was estimated to be 1.7 × 10 5 and 1.2 × 10 5 for WE#2 and WE#3, respectively. Boxplots corresponding to all wave events analysed in this study are given in Appendix A.
Results and discussion
A complete set of results for all wave events, including time histories of wave elevations at deck leading edge (LE) and trailing edge (TE), surge motion of the platform and tendon tensions are presented in Appendix A. In this section, only selected results are discussed to support the interpretation the observed TLP behaviour.
Model's dynamics due to wave-in-deck impact
Time histories of the wave elevations at the deck leading and trailing edge, LE and TE, platform surge motion and tendon tensions are shown in Fig. 12 for wave event WE # 1, as an example. For the interpretation of the platform dynamics, it is convenient to introduce several parameters, which are schematically illustrated in Fig. 13 . In this figure, the position of the deck is defined in the local coordinate system (x, z) with its origin at the deck LE in the static condition. The following parameters are defined:
• t o is the initial time of contact when the wave comes in contact with the LE.
• t i is the time when the up-wave tendon experiences maximum tension in which the wave crest comes in contact with the LE.
• t m is the end time of contact with the LE when the wave leaves the LE and propagates along the deck.
• t f is the end time of contact with TE when the wave leaves the deck.
• x t ( ) is the horizontal coordinate of the deck LE relative to the static condition at the corresponding time instances.
• Time of the up-wave tendon tension build up dt t t
• Time of interaction with LE:
• Platform horizontal (surge) velocity at the initial contact U o .
• Platform surge velocity at time of maximum tension in the up-wave
• The relative horizontal velocity of the wave crest and the platform
The horizontal velocity of the wave crest used in this parameter is calculated approximately (Section 4.3), which is sufficient for the purpose of comparing it with the surge velocity of the platform. With reference to Figs. 12 and 13, the behaviour of the platform due to the wave-in-deck event can be described in terms of the four stages:
• At time t o = 31.74 s (Fig. 12) , the wave contacted the deck LE at z = • At time t i = 31.90 s (Fig. 12) , the up-wave tendon came under maximum tension (T max = 48.00 N) when the wave crest was still in contact with the deck LE at x i = −19.95 mm. The model was now moving with a higher velocity U dx dt = / ≈ 0.30 m/s and the relative horizontal velocity (u u U = − r ) between the wave crest and the model was 0.39 m/s. At time t m = 32.03 s, the wave crest was leaving the deck LE, which was at x m = 21.40 mm. During the time interval [t t − m i ] ≈ 0.13 s, the tension in the up-wave tendon decreased rapidly to approximately the same value T′ that was experienced at the initial contact. As such, the impulse-like loading in the up-wave tendon lasted for 0.28 s at model scale (3.13 s at full scale).
• At time t f = 32.03 s (Fig. 12) , the wave was tangentially leaving the deck TE, which was at x f = 93.40 mm. Hence the platform travelled 154.68 mm (or 19 .33 m at full scale) in wave direction over the duration of wave impact; this surge motion represents only 4.5% of the wave length. The down-wave tendon (Leg#4) was under very low tension (3.60 N) while the tension in the up-wave tendon also reduced (24.93 N) and the model experienced large pitch motion of approximately 0.80°.
It can be seen in Fig. 12 that the minimum tensions in both tendons occurred after time t f when the down-wave tendon became slack. This was followed by a rapid increase in tension and a number of ringing oscillations in the down-wave tendon. The up-wave tendon also showed ringing response with smaller amplitudes. Table 9 summarises all the key parameters of the wave and model response for all wave events averaged over multiple repeated runs. The following observations were made:
• In all wave impact events, at the time of the initial contact of the wave with the deck, the model was always moving in the positive xdirection; the model velocity U o was the range of 0.09-0.32 m/s. Even if the platform was offset towards the waves, it was still moving with the waves. This behaviour was likely to be caused by the waveinduced hydrodynamic forces on the columns and pontoons immediately prior to the deck impact.
• In all wave events, the model's surge velocity increased to a higher value of U = 0.15-0.39 m/s during the active phase of the wave-indeck event (dt). As a result, the relative horizontal velocity, u r , N. Abdussamie et al. Ocean Engineering 142 (2017) 541-562 between the wave crest and the deck was always smaller compared with the initial moment, and with a similar situation for a fixed structure. This reduction in the relative velocity was of the order of 50% on average, compared with the wave particle velocity u in the undisturbed wave crest.
• On average, the wave remained in contact with the deck LE over the time of approximately 13% T z , and during this time, the up-wave tendon experienced its peak loading.
• Similar wave events (WE#2 and WE#8) were found to cause similar model's dynamics in terms of the relative velocity. However, differences in dt LE /T z were obtained, which could be attributed to the difference in T z and the initial position x o between various wave events.
• In all wave events tested, the wave crest exceedance measured at the deck leading edge was always higher than that at the trailing edge. This indicates the presence of diffraction (distortion of the impacting wave profiled) caused by the deck itself.
Fig. 14 shows the interaction between WE#1 and the model during the water-entry and the water-exit phases.
Slack tendon situations
The slack tendon situations were observed in the down-wave tendon due to wave events WE#1, WE#2 and WE#8. The time period during which the down-wave tendon remained slack (t slack ) was found to be between 0.25 s and 0.34 s at model scale or 3-4 s in full scale (refer Fig. 12, Fig. A3, and Fig. A15) ; these times are summarised in Table 10 . Consistent with the slack tendon measurements, a relatively large pitch response was measured with the maximum pitch angles in the down-wave direction between 0.65°and 0.80°. Johannessen et al. (2006) have also observed a large pitch angle (approximately 0.3°) during model testing of SNORRE A TLP when the model was subjected to a large deck exceedance. Furthermore, Johannessen et al. conducted CFD simulations for SNOREE A TLP at full scale using two extreme regular wave conditions including H = 27.9 m and 36.4 m. At H = 36.4 m (approximately 3 m deck exceedance when wave diffraction and upwelling effects are considered), the platform pitch motion was found to be approximately 0.3°. Since the equivalent full scale deck exceedance of WE#1, WE#2 and WE#8 reported in the present investigation are larger than 3 m at full scale, which was approximately twice as large 
Table 9
Parameters of wave and model response during wave-in-deck impact.
Wave event (WE#) as that tested by Johannessen et al., the larger maximum pitch response are justified. The measurements of tendon tensions, wave elevation at LE and TE suggest that these wave events must have caused significant downward forces on the model, which originated from the deck impact. Findings from other recent studies (Abdussamie et al., 2016a (Abdussamie et al., , 2016b Scharnke et al., 2014; Scharnke and Henning, 2015) into the wave-in-deck impact problems of fixed decks identified the downward force on the deck alone, the magnitude of which can be as large as the upward force component. Scharnke et al. (2014) and Abdussamie et al. (2016a Abdussamie et al. ( , 2016b attributed the large magnitude of the downward force to the added mass surrounding the deck structure, in both x and z directions, which is accelerated downwards at this time. This can be interpreted as a "suction force" due to substantial amount of water flowing downwards from the deck underside, when the wave leaves the deck after the impact. The instantaneous reduction in buoyancy of the aft columns subsequent to the deck impact could also be a contributing factor.
Tendon ringing response
In all wave events, the TLP model was found to experience highfrequency vertical motions with the period close to its natural heave period (0.225 s), known as "ringing". The short-term transient ringing response was observed in both up-wave and down-wave tendons. The energy spectra of both tendon tensions for wave event WE#1 are presented in Fig. 15 , for the time window of 31.9-40 s-(starting from t i in Fig. 12 ). The figure shows significant energy around the heave natural frequency, whereas the spectrum of the wave elevation (measured by WP 4) has almost no content at this frequency. This indicates that the tendon ringing was caused mostly by the wave-indeck impact.
The extended set of results, presented in the Appendix A, indicates that ringing response was presented in almost all wave events. In the cases when the TLP was subjected to a single wave-in-deck impact, the ringing was noticeable in the tendon time history only after the point of minimum tendon tension. In the rare cases where the TLP was subjected to two consecutive wave-in-deck impacts, the ringing response caused by the preceding wave was found to be noticeable along the entire time history of the second impact after the point of minimum tendon tension. In some cases, the high-frequency content in the tendon tensions was detected before or even without the wave-in-deck impact event. In these situations, it is rather difficult to separate the ringing response caused by the wave-in-deck events from "springing" response caused by the sum-frequency second order wave loading. Because such analysis is outside the scope of this study, the highfrequency motions and dynamic tensions of the platform will be generally referred to as "ringing" and more specific explanations provided where possible.
In order to quantify the ringing response associated with each wave event the following approach was used:
• The ringing duration was defined by the number of oscillations observed in the time history of the tendon tension until the oscillatory tension response approximately vanished;
• The maximum and minimum magnitude of each observed oscillation were extracted and the tension range (T r ) calculated (T r = maximum tension-minimum tension); and • The tension ranges were then normalised by the tendon pretension (normalised ringing tendon tension T* r = T r / T o ) and grouped according to the number of occurrences.
Examples of the ringing response identified in wave events WE#1-WE#8 for the up-wave and down-wave tendons are presented in Fig. 16 .
In most cases, as expected, the number of occurrences (N) was inversely proportional to the tendon tension range for both tendons. Wave events WE#3 and WE#1 caused the largest number of ringing tension occurrences, in particular in the up-wave tendons, with ringing tension range exceeding the 15% of the tendon pretension. A particular feature of wave event WE #3, as seen in Fig. 7 , was the second successive steep wave, which was the likely cause of a longer oscillatory heave of the platform. This observation revealed that whilst the platform may have missed the second deck impact by the successive (1) water entry at time ≈ t o ; (2) water exit at time ≈ t f (wave propagating from right to left).
Table 10
Slack tendon situations in the down-wave tendon. N. Abdussamie et al. Ocean Engineering 142 (2017) 541-562 large wave, this wave may have largely contributed to the extended high-frequency tension response. On average, the magnitude of ringing range in Leg#1 and Leg#4 was found to be almost the same over all wave events. On the other hand, the ringing response observed in the up-wave tendon (Leg#1) was seen to be more intense than that in the down-wave tendon (Leg#4). This observation correlates well with the higher values of slams pressure measured over the front section of the deck underside in most cases.
Maximum and minimum tension
The magnitudes of maximum and minimum tendon tension measured in repeated runs were averaged and summarised in Table 11 for all wave events. The maximum tensions in the up-wave and down-wave tendons corresponding to each wave event are of approximately the same level, except for wave events WE#1-3, without a clear trend of higher tension being experienced by the up-wave or down-wave tendon. The minimum tension in Leg#4 is significantly lower than that in Leg#1, particularly in wave events WE#1, WE#2 and WE#8, when the down-wave tendon became slack. In order to compare the extreme tensions, they were normalised using the tendon pretension, T o = 30.4 N. The normalised maximum tension (T* max = T max /T o ) and minimum tension (T* min = T min /T o ) are shown in Fig. 17 against the wave steepness. In most conditions, T* max appears to increase with the wave steepness, although the trend is not very noticeable. Notably, two extreme events WE#2 and WE#3 produced the maximum tendon tension of approximately 2.5 times the pretension. It is important to note that, out of all wave events studied, the maximum tendon tension occurred in the up-wave tendon in wave event WE#2, which is characterised by the highest wave steepness rather than the highest wave crest.
With respect to the minimum tension, there is a slight trend for the down-wave tendon to experience less tension as the wave steepness increases. The minimum tension in the up-wave tendon does not show a noticeable change. As already mentioned, wave events WE#1, 2 and 8 caused lower minimum tension among other wave events which could Fig. 16 . Normalised ringing tension in the up-wave and down-wave tendons caused by the examined wave events versus the number of occurrences.
Table 11
Average maximum and minimum tensions measured in the up-wave tendon (Leg#1) and down-wave tendon (Leg#4) for different wave events. be attributed to the large pitch angle observed during such wave events (see Table 10 ). Another observation is that out of all events studied, that minimum tendon tension occurred in wave event WE#1, which is characterised by moderate crest height and also moderate wave steepness. This indicates that the selection of a particular wave event which may produce the highest or the lowest tension (including the slack tendon situation), as may be required for the TLP design, is not a straightforward task, and a range of wave events or other special criteria may need to be considered.
Wave-in-deck slamming pressures
The measured pressure values P i were normalised by the hydrostatic wave pressure:
where ρ is the density of water, g is the acceleration due to gravity, η c is the crest height for each wave events measured by WP3 in front of the model. The normalised maximum pressures averaged over the repeated runs are presented for all wave impact events in Figs. 18-21 for the deck zones I-IV, respectively (for the definition of the zones, refer to Table 3 ). When the pressure is considered as a function of the relative deck exceedance ϵ = 1-a 0 /η c , the increasing trend is evident as the relative exceedance increases, which corresponds to increasing wave crest height compared with the still water deck clearance a 0 . The same figures compare the model test results with the theoretical result obtained by Wang (1970) for the maximum wave-induced uplift pressure on a horizontal flat plate. Wang's result for the maximum wave impact pressure reduces to a simple equation:
where d is the water depth, k is the wave number (= 2π/λ) and λ is the wave length. For the individual wave events, these quantities are given in Table 5 . Because Wang's treatment was limited to a fixed flat plate, its applicability to floating structures is in question. However, the comparison in Figs. 18-21 shows that the overall trend of the measured pressures is generally similar to that given by Wang's equation, even though a large spread of measured results is evident. A possible explanation for this observation may be in the fact that the vertical (heave) response of a TLP is always small and its horizontal (surge) excursion over the duration of the impact is also small compared with the wave length (Section 6.1). Therefore, although the wave-induced TLP responses do affect the impact pressure and Wang's equation is not be strictly applicable for each particular event, when several impact events with different wave properties and phases are considered the trend for the average deck impact pressure tends to become close to that for a fixed structure, but with a broader variability. Further work is required to confirm or dismiss this suggestion.
The experimental results indicate that the impact pressure in the forward part of the deck is higher than in the aft part except PT #1, 16 and #2, 15 (near the columns and ends of the deck) where this trend is reversed. By comparing pressure between the areas of forward and aft columns (PT #1, 16 and #2, 15), in most cases, pressure near the aft end is higher than that near the front end (i.e., pressure at PT#16 is larger than that at PT#1; and similarly for PT#15 and PT#2). This could be caused by the wave upwelling being larger around the aft columns and/or the effect of platform set-down as the platform offsets.
Correlation between tendon tensions and impact pressure
Maxima of tendon tensions and localised pressures in the forward and aft regions are presented in Fig. 22 . The figure suggests that correlation exists between the maximum tendon tension and the localised pressure measured around the columns of the deck underside in the respective part of the structure. In addition to the motioninduced forces, the magnitude of wave-in-deck slamming pressure may significantly contribute in the maximum tendon tensions, as evident from a number of wave events examined in this study. To confirm this finding, more investigations are still required.
Conclusions
This experimental investigation has provided detailed information on the global behaviour of a TLP due to wave-in-deck events in abnormal waves, which can be used for calibrating analytical tools and CFD models. The model test study is focused on the wave-structure interaction irregular waves, without the presence of the wind and current. Analysis of the measurements and observations of the model response also enabled several general conclusions to be drawn. Presented below is only a high-level summary of the findings.
Variability of measurements in model test
Based on the repeated test runs with identical wave trains, the wave elevations, tendon tension and surge motion of the platform are found to have limited variability (CV within 2.8%). For the impact pressures, the variability is at least a factor of 3 higher, with CV sometimes reaching 70%. This confirms a higher degree of non-linearity of the impact pressure responses even though five repeated runs were done for each sea state condition. It is therefore recommended that a sufficient number of runs should be performed to allow for this variability of the measured pressure.
Platform dynamics and tendon tensions due to extreme wave impact
In all extreme wave events, compliance of the floating platform in the horizontal direction is seen as having a positive effect by reducing the relative horizontal velocity and alleviating the horizontal wave-indeck impact, compared with a fixed structure. The maximum tension in the up-wave tendons usually occurred when the wave crest reached the deck leading edge and the forward columns. The maximum tension in the down-wave tendons occurred at about the same time and exceeded tension in the up-wave tendons in some cases.
On average, the wave remained in contact with the deck LE over about 13% of wave period, which is about 2.2 s at full scale; during this time the up-wave tendon experienced its peak loading. In many cases, the down-wave tendons experienced a rapid reduction in tension up to almost zero, which coincided with a relatively large pitch angle in the down-wave direction, pointing to the effect of the hydrodynamic suction force acting under the deck after the initial impact. This finding is supported by the results of experimental studies (Abdussamie et al., 2016a (Abdussamie et al., , 2016b Scharnke et al., 2014; Scharnke and Henning, 2015) on the wave-in-deck impact problems of fixed decks, which determined N. Abdussamie et al. Ocean Engineering 142 (2017) 541-562 that the magnitude of the downward force caused by the inertia of water flowing down can be as large as the upward impact force. The instantaneous reduction in buoyancy of the aft columns subsequent to the deck impact could also be a contributing factor to cause the tendon to become slack. The slack tendon situations lasted for about 3-4 s at full scale. Such situations, if encountered at full scale, may result in tendon disconnection and failure of the platform. Maximum and minimum tensions experienced by the up-wave and down-wave tendons appeared to correlate with the steepness of the extreme wave: the maximum tensions increased and the minimum tension in the down-wave tendon reduced as the wave steepness increased. The wave events that produced the maximum and minimum tendon tension generally did not correspond to the largest wave crest or the largest wave steepness; this indicates that selection of the design wave event or wave train, in the same sea state, may require special attention.
Extreme waves with or even without deck exceedance caused ringing response of the platform and possibly springing. The magnitude of ringing tensions following the wave-in-deck impact was found to exceed the initial pretension by 15%. The duration of ringing response could last for about 8.2 wave periods after the deck impact. N. Abdussamie et al. Ocean Engineering 142 (2017) 541-562 7.3. Impact pressure on the deck underside
The overall trend in the maximum impact pressure, as a function of the deck exceedance, is generally consistent with that predicted by Wang (1970) for a fixed horizontal plate, but with a much broader variability. The forward part of the deck is found to experience higher pressures than the aft part, with the exception of the areas near the ends and around the columns, where this trend is reversed. This could be caused by the wave upwelling being larger around the aft columns and/or the effect of platform set-down as the platform offsets. Over all the wave events tested, the maximum impact pressures around the forward and aft columns show a positive correlation with the maximum tensions in the up-wave and down-wave tendons. This may suggest that the magnitude of wave-in-deck slamming pressure was large enough to rapidly increase the tendon tensions.
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